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EDITOR’S RAMBLINGS Geoff Davies
I am likely to be in a state of uncontrollable rambling
after 12 weeks of semi isolation. Nothing to report on so
I will have to recall happenings from my past. Not all
can be revealed, but a lot can. I now want you all to do
the same, preferably with a few photos. If you think
your tales are a bit boring; then use a bit of artistic
licence. I’ve read many autobiographies, and doubt that they were all fact.
Many are composed by ghost writers, possibly after a two hour chat with the
client. So now’s your chance, get writing.
I committed this crime in 1959 when working into
the early hours to put a new main bearing into my
BSA, B31. A rush job, as we were hoping to
catch an early morning flight with Silver City
Airways from Lympne Airport, 200 miles away.
B31’s must be prone to this, as at a recent club
night, another member admitted that he also
had this
problem with
a B31.
We did catch
the flight and had a fantastic 2650 mile tour
through France, Belgium, Germany,
Switzerland, Italy and finally the long trip
back from Cannes to Le Touquet for the
flight back
I’ve always enjoyed taking to the rough
lanes and this was the result when we got
bored with the fast coast roads in the south
of France, so turned inland. B31’s can suffer
all sorts of problems, this was one. Another
was sliding off on the wet cobblestones in the Black Forest. The final
problem was gradual loss of power riding back home in England. Top speed
was down to about 15 mph when I finally got to our gate. This problem was
found to be a cracked exhaust valve seat, which then burned a groove across
the valve, which caused lost compression
But the B31 got me home.
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NEW MEMBERS
The following have recently joined us. We welcome them and look forward to
seeing them at some of our future functions and events.

P2408 Nick Jeffery from Princes Risborough. Nick passed his test in
1964 on a 1956 Lambretta LD150. He progressed to Vincent and Brough
Superior and he is interested all two wheelers. His first club was the Vincent
Owners Club and he is now also a member of the Sunbeam MCC, VMCC,
Brough Superior and Morgan Three Wheeler clubs.
P2409 James Sandford from Dundonald, Northern Ireland. His first
licence dates from April 1956 and his first bike was a 1953 BAC Lilliput.
(A quite rare low production bike produced by Lawrie Bond.). James
assisted at road races, training and examining motorcyclists from 1960 to
1980. From 1986 to date he has been touring in the British Isles and Europe.
His first club was the Cookstown & District MCC and he a member of the
30 MCC of Ulster.
P2410 Roy Humphage from Great Wyrley, South Staffs. Roy passed his
test in 1959 and his first motorcycle was a 1959 James Cavalier. He lists his
interests as road racing in summer, including the TT and Manx, and
scrambling in winter. He has owned a number of machines over the years.
His first club was the Honda Owners Club and he is presently in the MZ
Riders Club and the Hednesford MC Club.
P2411 Don O'Brien from Rugby, Warks. Don passed his test in 1969 and
his first bike was a 1955 Royal Enfield Bullett. He rode on and off until
1981 but has ridden continuosly since then. He has ridden in the UK,
Ireland, Europe and Route 66 in the USA. He has a number of machines
and is a blood biker with Warwickshire and Solihull Blood Bikes.

ANNUAL SUBS OF £5.00 ARE DUE AGAIN
ON THE 1st JULY
Anyone who is uncertain as to whether their subs are
up to date, contact our Treasurer John Knight
on 07889 340 111 or 01628 824 110 or by email to
john.knight@safetystoreuk.co.uk

We don’t want to lose you.
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John Garrett, from Ireland, sent this
to me. He refers io it as “A death
trap,” and suggests the title should
be,

Great Balls of FIRE!
From “Scientific American”

A Steam
Tricycle.

March 1895
We present an illustration of a
French device, the steam tricycle,
built by MM. Hildebrand and
Wolfmuller, in which the
mechanism is reduced to its
simplest form. The motor
consists of two cylinders which
are arranged to impart motion to the large driving wheels of the
tricycle by the medium of a twisted belt and gear wheels.
The boiler placed behind the engine, is spheroidal in shape and
made of steel. It is completely covered with asbestos or other noninflammable material almost one-half inch thick. This covering is
then soaked with the flammable material.
When the machine is to be operated, the combustible liquid is
lighted, and at the end of fifteen minutes the pressure of the steam in
the boiler is sufficient to actuate the motor. The pressure required is
60 pounds of steam, but the boiler is tested to 180 pounds, so the
pressure can be increased when greater speed is desired.
So, you have a spherical steel boiler wrapped in asbestos, soaked in fuel,
and set fire to, then wait for uncontrollable pressure to build up. You then
sit on the bike with all this between your knees. I would think that the two
designers soon had a change of career. Possibly singing falsetto in the
local church choir.
Geoff
FOR SALE.
Dave Cooper clip-on, adjustable bike rack, will take up to heavy weights.
Fit on cars with two bolt ball tow bar.
Wooden bike bench £10.00. Buyer collects, Reading area.
Jim Hammant
bjscompo@ gmail.com.
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Dear Geoff
I should have put pen or finger to E-mail before, but a lifetime of sins has
caught up with me. Firstly, many thanks for putting an excellent monthly scribe
and secondly month by month including such a great variety of material that
would probably not be seen by most of our generation. I am mostly 'confined to
barracks’ these days so I will try to produce a few articles for the Journal.
Most of us have been lucky in many respects, both in surviving without too
many scars and been able to have owned several of the classics.
My first bike was a 1925 Royal Enfield 225
cc Ladies model, this was 1943 that had been
left in our family’s premises through being
unable to get spares. I found it belonged to a
lady from Fingest and was purchased from
our family business and by sheer chance; I
met her and asked about the bike. I shall
never ride it again so you can have it if you
can get it going. Only being eight years old, my knowledge was nil so I had to
rely on my father to sort things out. He was well involved repairing WD bikes
that were either non-runners or damaged. However, he twigged I was keen to
get the RE going, but I don’t know from that day to this what he did to get it
going, but he did the trick. He removed the leg shields, fixed up footrests, but
the biggest problem was ‘juice’, it being virtually non existent. Luck would
have it “Pop” smoked a pipe and there was always lighter fuel around, even
more lucky my uncle also smoked a pipe so when no one was looking……a
drop of paraffin plus drop or two of XL and I and my mates could have ten
minutes of a ride around the field behind us. If I got half the chance and a
vehicle was left near us I would siphon some juice into a milk bottle .Worked
well when my POP came home lunch hour and had a few minutes nap. Worked
for a few weeks until Pop found me out cold laid beside the van with an empty
milk bottle and siphon tube. Needless to say it curtailed our rides for a while.
My Science teacher was coaching me to take the exams to join the RAF Boy
Apprentice scheme and asked if I would bring the bike into the science room
for the other boys to learn a bit about bikes. Well, after a few months the exams
came up and somehow scrapped through as an engine fitter to do a three year
course, that was 1951. I left the Enfield with the school thinking it would
remain there but for one reason or another it found it’s way to the local rubbish
site.
Most bikes I had were opportunist finds or purchases; I will do my best to
knock a few words out.
Best wishes, Jim Hammant.
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THE ISLE OF MAN 1957 Geoff Davies
My first time in the Island was a one day
trip in 1956 to see the Senior race. We
walked along past Braddan Bridge and we
sat on the wall with our feet dangling on the
pavement. The first three riders came
through with their front wheels inches from
the pavement. We quickly got behind the
wall. Fantastic to watch, and plans were
made to go next
year.
1957, and it was
Bob McIntyre on the Junior
off for a weeks Gilera before a practice session.
camping holiday
to watch the full programme. Rode round the
Mountain course and also the fairly new Clypse
circuit, which had been introduced in 1954. We
covered very little of the tourist part of the island.
It was a great holiday with the icing on the cake
was siting on a bank watching Bob Mac, do his
101 mph lap.
The following is by Harry Havelin from the Irish Veteran and Vintage
Motor Cycle Club

BOB McINTYRE’S 100 MPH T.T. LAP
On Friday, June 7, 1957, Scotland’s Bob McIntyre, riding a factory Gilera,
won the Senior TT in the Isle of Man, and in so doing, became the first rider
to lap the 37.73 mile Mountain Circuit at 100 mph
Two years before McIntyre set the record, Geoff Duke (also riding a Gilera)
came close to the magic 100 mph lap. On his way to victory in the Senior TT
in 1955, Duke lapped at 99.97 mph – just a whisker off the ton-up lap speed.
Many believed that Duke had, in fact, done the 100 mph lap, but the
timekeepers said “no” – he was just .03 mph off the record.
The 1957 meeting marked the Golden Jubilee of the Isle of Man TT Races,
which were first held in 1907. The highlight of the week was, as always, the
Senior TT and to mark the Golden Jubilee the race distance was increased to
an incredible eight laps (301.86 miles). Earlier in the week, Bob McIntyre
(Gilera) had won the seven-lap Junior TT at 94.99 mph, so when Friday came
around he was hot favourite to win the “Blue Riband” event. The main
challengers to McIntyre in the race were expected to be John Sur-tees (MV
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Agusta), his Gilera team-mate Australian Bob Brown, and Dickie Dale on
the awesome Moto-Guzzi V8. However, right from the start, McIntyre
stamped his authority on proceedings. His opening lap at 99.99 m.p.h., with
Surtees second at 97.20 m.p.h., set the pattern for the race. His advantage
over Surtees at the end of the first lap was almost a minute. The 100 mph.
barrier was broken on lap two when he did 101.03 mph. On lap three he did
100.54 mph., and next time round (lap four) he did 101.12 mph – which
turned out to be the fastest lap of the race. Surtees held second place
throughout and at the finish McIntyre’s advantage was 2 minutes 7 seconds.
The top six finishers were: 1st. Bob McIntyre (Gilera) – 98.99 mph, 2nd.
John Surtees (MV Agusta) – 97.86 mph, 3rd. Bob Brown (Gilera) – 95.81
mph, 4th. Dickie Dale (Moto Guzzi) – 94.89 mph, -. 5th Keith Campbell
(Moto Guzzi) – 93.27mph, 6th. Alan Trow (Norton) – 92.74 mph.
The only Irishman in the race – Bob Ferguson (498 cc Matchless), from
Comber, Co. Down, went out at the end of the first lap with engine trouble.
In 2007 - fifty years after Bob McIntyre’s epic 100 mph. lap - John
McGuinness (1000 cc Honda) broke the 130 mph barrier when he lapped at
130.350 mph on his way to winning the Senior race at the Centenary TT
meeting. The current TT lap record stands to the credit of Michael Dunlop
(1000 cc. BMW) at 133.962 mph., a speed he set in 2016. Who will be first
to break the 135 m.p.h. Barrier? -

Lots of
spare time.
Take a look
at our web
page.
Search for
‘apmc 1928’.
It gets better,
week by week.
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CATCHING THE RACING BUG Part 1 Roy Robertson
I'm not really sure when it started, maybe way back in the early sixties when
you could take your road bike, in my case an AJS 500 single, to Brands
Hatch and after paying your three pounds ten shillings you could go and mix
it with the real racers. All you needed was a Barbour suit, tape up the lights,
remove or wire up the stands, and you were a racer. I can remember being
seen off by a friend on a racing Tiger Cub and being lapped about every three
laps by Bill Ivy on the works Yamaha Twin.
The AJS was unfortunately written of by a wayward car driver and with the
tiny insurance payout (£18); I started thinking about a replacement. I was
working locally and had just finished my toolmaking apprenticeship when a
friend at work showed me the Norvin he was building. Seeing this bike I
immediately realised I needed one too!
Looking around I heard about a Vincent Rapide for sale at £50. Not being
able to scrape up all the money, I came up with a deal with an old school
friend to buy the bike less engine for a Tenner. It was 1966 and Vinnie prices
were rock bottom but this was still a bargain never the less. The rest of the
parts were accumulated over the next few months and after spending just
£124 total, I had my Norvin on the road. Riding it to work and rallies, even to
the Isle of Man were its regular use until the old school friend mentioned the
High Speed Trials at Silverstone. So, a couple of weeks after returning from
the Island in 1970 I joined the other road bikes on this circuit in borrowed
leathers., The aim was to do a certain number of laps and get an award. I
achieved a Second Class but in the ten lap Scratch race managed to come
seventh. Now the bug really bit and although finances were always tight and
riding the bike to the meeting, removing the lights and fitting a racing seat
was the norm in those early days. Eventually after having a little Berkeley
T60 for five years, I purchased a battered Mk 1 Cortina Deluxe as a tow car
and borrowed a trailer to take the
The Norvin in
bike to meetings in style. The
1978 at
Cortina was soon replaced by a
Silverstone
Mk 1 “facelift” Capri (a very
pretty car but rust prone) and the
Norvin development into a proper
race bike began although it was
still only raced in the road class at
club meetings. This development
eventually led to podium finishes
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and as my riding improved, race wins at Cadwell and Lydden. However, by
the early eighties the bike had to be sold to cover credit card and bank debts.
A horrible time!
With my subsequent divorce, my thoughts returned to the possibility of
building a proper race bike. It had to be Vincent powered but the Norvin,
although I was always happy with the handling, was just too heavy. After
studying other racing Vincents the Egli frame was way to go, with disc
brakes and a “chopped” engine to allow for a Norton gearbox with hopefully
five speeds sometime in the future. By putting the word out to my Vincent
friends, a pair of crankcases (not a matched pair) and a pair of front cylinder
heads (slightly damaged) were uncovered along with a new unpainted CTG
replica frame and separate exhaust pipes. By making my newly purchased
bungalows garage into a workshop the fun to create a race bike began in
1986. Two years later and after many ups and downs, the ups being the
purchase of a whole Ducati front end for just £100, the downs being a set of
flywheels that would not line up, the bike was ready for testing. With no time
to fit the proper exhausts or even a
rear brake and with borrowed pipes
and silencer fitted I took my new
racer to the Bo-Peep hill climb
outside Lewes for its first run.
Unfortunately, overnight heavy rain
had left the temporary paddock
very muddy and farmyard slurry
was running down the road. This is
not good for the complexion as I soon discovered when bumping the bike
down the road. Fitting a front mudguard became very important. However,
the actual course soon dried out and I was able to ride my bike for the first
time up the hill. Whoopee!
At Brands later, I soon discovered problems with the riding position but was
just starting to enjoy it when disaster struck and the brand new big end
seized. This proved to be a known problem with the cages on these ends
being slightly tapered causing heavy sideways thrust at high revs. I did
complain to the manufacturer and got the promise of a discount off the next
one.
Eventually I rebuilt the engine and was able to compete in my first race
meeting for many years at Cadwell. It was not very quick but at least I
finished the meeting with a running bike.
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Over the next ten years, it was developed into a race-winning bike and again
,with the help of friends I enlarged the capacity to 1272cc by making new
100mm stoke flywheels and boring to 90mm. I also finally purchased and
fitted a five-speed Nourish Triumph gearbox, as even with the improved
torque, getting the right gear for corners like Clearways at Brands is critical.
Then 1999 ended in disaster. First at Silverstone, the crankcase mainbearings broke up wrecking the cases. Then, while working in Portugal, a
colleague and I were hit by a speeding vehicle while crossing the road. My
colleague, although quite badly injured, was able to fly home but I spent
several weeks in intensive care with life threatening injuries. I had my own
air ambulance home and recuperation took many months. However, the best
therapy was building the replacement crankcases into an even better engine. I
even made a second new crank.
Nearly a year later the bike was again ready for action and I was back at
work full time.
2001 Turned out to be my best racing year so far with a now fast and reliable
bike. I was able to “mix it” with the front-runners in the CRMC and Vintage
“Specials” often winning my Class and finishing on the podium. My sprint
times also improved with an 11.29 sec and 125mph terminal at Brighton.
In early 2002, another “challenge” came completely out of the blue when my
boss “advised” me to apply for early retirement on ill-health grounds. Wow. I
was on the scrapheap at 57. This led to worrying times until the finances fell
into place and suddenly I did not have to work. With the bike running well it
was time to take it to the local rolling road for Dyno testing where 89.5bhp at
6200revs at the rear wheel was achieved. This was a big jump over the best
of the 1000cc motors 73bhp.
I entered the “Classic Bike” Sprint at
North Weald, I had a really good day.
Every one of my six runs was faster
than the previous with a final 11.08sec
run 117mph terminal which won the
Classic Bike Trophy.
Later at Woodbridge, on my usual race
fuel 50/50 Avgas and Supergreen and
open pipes, I averaged 150mph over the flying quarter with an exit speed of
151mph, setting a new “Classic Bike” record. As a comparison, an Aprilia
Mille did 154mph.
Part 2 follows in the September issue
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Tales of Continental travel in the late 1930’s by Eddie Knight (our treasurer’s
father) and Tom Robinson. This is the second part of the August 1938 tour.

LOG BOOK 1938 11th - 14th August
Thursday 11th
We woke up too soon. Went out for our coffee and found that the old man was
not the only inhabitant of the Alberghi Stagione as there were three or four
women about. As we left Genoa, the road climbed up the hills and we had a
fine view of the town and so we stopped to take a snap and an English car
pulled up and the people in the car (a man and a woman) came and talked to us.
They were from Chorley and have lived in New Zealand. The roads out from
Genoa hug the coast to climb up the cliff face
with a drop of thousands of feet down to the sea.
This part is densely populated and there were
crowds of people about. We wanted to swim but
we could not find a suitable place till we
reached Chiavari where in desperation (as here
the road led us to the sea) we started hunting for
a suitable spot. Chiavari is just like a garden masses of flowers everywhere and flowering
shrubs planted along the roadside. As soon as
we reached the fringes of the town, we saw a
little freshwater stream running into the sea
and women washing clothes in it. There were
some people bathing so we decided to do likewise and stopped. The sea was warm so we
swam about in it and the laid on the beach until our costumes were dry. As we
went on the road started climbing over the Bocco pass and we climbed 2000
feet in 3 miles. The scenery was wonderful - steep ridges running in all directions topped in many cases by castles and monasteries and covered with pine
trees. The road runs through the mountains for many miles and finally descends
to La Spezia which is a big naval port. There were many warships in the harbour there but the town doesn't look very attractive. We turned inland once
more from La Spezia and had some more hills. The road then descended and
ran parallel with the sea but some miles inland. Here many roads turned inland
to Carrara in the mountains and we saw several huge blocks of marble being
drawn along by oxen. As it was getting latish, we decided to turn seawards so
we stopped at Lido di Camaiore – a suburb of Viareggio and a lovely place. After having a good dinner, we went for a swim. It was a bit chilly so I had a run
up and down the beach. Unfortunately, the dinner, the swim and run didn't
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agree and for a few minutes I was extremely
ill. However I soon recovered.
Friday 12th
We like Camaiore quite well and have decided
to stay here the day. This morning we went
sunbathing and bathing and got a good roasting. We got some very good grub here and it
is remarkably cheap. As we were bothered
with mosquitoes last night, I spent a lot of
time killing them today. We then shut the window and put up the mosquito net.
Saturday 13th
Had a good night and got away about 10 am.
First down to Pisa where we saw the famous tower. We didn't think a lot about the
rest of the town though. From Pisa we definitely left the sea and went west to Florence.
We didn't stay long in Florence, but went on
over the Futa pass (2962 feet) and the Raticosa pass (2792 feet) to Bologna. As we were
descending the latter pass, I was riding the
BMW and as we took a right-hander, we slid.
We fortunately didn't damage anything but it made our rears rather tender. I
lost a spot of skin off one hand. Anyway, we soon got away again and continued to Bologna. We toddled all around the town, with its pillared side walks
and extremely narrow streets, and it's two leaning towers, looking for an albergo. It certainly gave us a good look at Bologna. We decided to head on towards Fiorano and stop at the first decent place we came to. We stopped at
about 8 miles from Bologna at a small village where, after filling in the usual
police document permits under the eager days of the whole village youths about 15 young chaps, and being interrogated by two of the Carabinieri armed
to the teeth, we had some grub. We had a large plate of macaroni done in tomato which completely filled me. Then a dish of raw ham and sausage with tomato and bread which finished me off. I could hardly drink the last drop of wine!
Eddie then after much prompting by me asked our hostess “dove il gabinetto”
and the hostess's son, complete with candle, lead Eddie down the garden. On
the way, a bevy of girls was encountered and Eddie's guide gave them a full
account of us including their destination and Eddie had to enter the dismal and
dirty toilet with a gaping door under their scrutiny! I believe he soon put out
the candle!
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Sunday 14th
We had an early start, and soon came to Fiorano. The road passes through flat,
swampy land which is used for growing rice and willows. There are numerous
drainage holes along the roadside in which the willows are soaked, and these,
being stagnant emit a most disagreeable odour. In spite of this, however, fish
do well in them, and we saw many chaps fishing with long Spears – poles
about 20 feet long. The fish didn't look particularly pleasant and I wouldn't like
to have to eat them. Fiorano is a manufacturing town and is not very nice. The
road from Fiorano to Venice is across a vast plain with mountains dimly seen
on the left. The road across the lagoon to Venice is broad and smooth and at the
and is the enormous Fiat garage where all cars and bikes must be kept. It was
about 10 am when we arrived and we walked over the bridge and along a
narrow street or two when he saw the Grand Canal with all its traffic, gondolas
rowing boats, and the big passenger launches all rushing about. Then, outside
the church of San Polo, was a different sight. There was a huge black gondola
with hangings of black and silver and in it, a coffin covered with a black and
silver cloth. As we watched, that gondola drew out into the canal, and with its
black clad oarsmen slowly departed. Our impressions of Venice were
somewhat marred by our getting lost! We walked for about 1 1/2 hours amid
narrow alleys and noisesome canals, coming to dead ends and retracing our
steps, until finally we chanced upon the Grand Canal again. We were hot and
tired so we had an ice cream and iced lemonade and then felt better. Having
had enough of Venice, we left its unparalleled beauty and unquestionable filth
behind and sped onward. The road to Udine is similar to the Fiorano to Venice
road across the North East Venetian plain, but with the mountains much nearer
than before. We had some bread, cheese and wine at Udine and then started
climbing up the Predil pass - mile after mile of jagged mountains peaks rearing
far above the streams below. In some places the stream winds its way through a
mile wide gravel bed, and in others is confined in a crevice only a few feet
wide. Down on the mountainsides for little torrents sometimes dropping for
500 feet and finally breaking into a mist. We descended into Tarvisio with the
Predil Lake on our left - a majestic sheet of water cradled in massive mountain
peaks. Only a few kilometres after Tarvisio we entered Austria. The customs
and the frontier guards were very friendly and made us feel at home. We had
nothing to pay here, unlike the Swiss Italian frontiers, and were soon at the lake
(close to Villach) where, after a spot of lunch we found the Gasthaus. We
encountered an Austrian there who had been in Canada for some years and he
was very bitter about the Nazis. His names for them were certainly
unrecordable.
The Log stops here. See following page, which possibly explains it/
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This diary paints a vivid picture of their experiences, but some things were
too dangerous to write down. This account, written by Eddie for Tom in
1997, fills in one of the gaps by describing an incident typical of the era.

An Austrian Incident
Tom and I had been staying in the seaside town of Camiori-Viareggio. From
there we visited Venice, then over the Alps via the Grossglockner pass and
the Dolomites to Villach in Austria (renamed Greater Germany after the
Anchluss).
We stayed the night in a nice little hotel with a good restaurant in Villach. In
the late afternoon we met a young Austrian man who had been living in
Canada and had returned to his home town for a visit.
The three of us arranged to have dinner together. We had just sat down and
ordered our meal when two brown shirted Nazis came into the restaurant.
They stood in the doorway, clicked their heels, raised their arms in the Nazi
salute and, in very loud voices, together said ‘Heil Hitler’.
At that time, all official buildings, Banks, Post Offices and shops, had notices
on the main doors saying ‘Our greeting is “Heil Hitler”, no longer “Grusse
Gott” or “Guten Morgen”. I found a way round this by saying ‘Hey Didler’
in place of ‘Heil Hitler’. No one ever raised an eyebrow - try saying it
yourself, it really works.
Everyone in the restaurant raised their hands and shouted ‘Heil Hitler’ except
us three. The Brown Shirts then came over to our table, thrust their hands
into our faces, and repeated ‘Heil Hitler’.
I remember saying ‘We are English’, but our new found friend said ‘God
damn Hitler’.
The Brown shirts left the place without saying anything and we thought no
more of the incident. (Incidentally, the Brown shirts did not eat or drink, they
just visited to show their new found power over the people.)
In the night, we heard shouting and scuffling in the passage. We arranged to
breakfast together, but our friend did not appear. We waited a while, then
asked the manager to give him a call in case he had overslept. He said the
young man had to leave in a hurry, and there was nothing more he could tell
us. We presumed he was never seen again. It was quite worrying for us, and
we were pleased to leave Villach and head for Salzburg.
I think the reason we never wrote the above in our travelogue was because
we did not know when we might be stopped and our book read.
The above is a memory of a long time ago.
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RECOLLECTIONS Part 2. Neville Barham.
When I first started on motorbikes, clothing was very 'make do, 'I was only 16
and on 'L 'plates and on a mere pittance of wages, which my mother insisted
on taking half as board and lodgings. It didn't leave a lot as cash in your
pocket, so affording decent m/c clothing meant a lot of saving up.
Luckily for us, a new shop had opened in the town, and it sold ex Army, ex
Navy clothing etc at prices we could just about afford after saving for a week
or so. This place was a treasure house of every thing, coats, trousers, boots,
hats and goggles, [if you didn't mind the lens being orange], tank goggles I
think those were. At one time, they even had a couple of W.D. bikes out side.
Remember Pride & Clark, 158 Stockwell Road?, they would sell you an
engine for 10/-, P&P 2/- extra, that's about 70p in today's money if I'm not
mistaken and there was Claude Rye, of Fulham Road. Both shop's would
have sold you any number of ex W.D. bikes. Rye's would have sold you a 350
Ariel Red Hunter for £4 .00 and, a 680cc Brough 'in really super condition
'for £28.00, not an ex W.D. bike but advertised all the same, a far cry and so
different to the prices of today!
Earlier on, just after the war, the Army had started to release bikes on to the
market, as well as clothing, which was to our benefit. My first motorcycle
coat was an ex Navy long black effort, came down to past my knees. When
on the bike, there was enough of this coat to tuck down the sides of the tank,
and it hung over my wellies. I think it was a P. V.C. type material, but big as
it was I don't recall getting wet, well, not a lot. The same shop later on sold a
proper jacket, matt PVC, similar in length to a Belstaff or Barbour coat, these
were brilliant, they looked the part! Darn good in the winter but dreadful in
the summer, worse than a sauna!
A friend of mine, James, being a budding grass track racer, on an 350cc Ariel
of dubious vintage, worried a bit about suitable protective clothing to wear at
meetings, some riders wore ex Army jackets, waist length. I've got pictures
taken in 1954 showing riders wearing these. So of he went one Saturday to
the wilds of Stockwell Road, Pride and Shark actually, and returned with a lot
of gear. I can't remember how much he paid but there was a pair of leather
breeches, boots and an Army blouse I know he was skint for a while and
owed his landlady rent for ages. I was lucky enough to get hold of a '38 Ariel
engine, came from a scrapyard in Enfield, I had it for some time as a spare.
Five shilling to you mate! James coerced me into lending it to him to race; it
was doing no good stuck in dad's shed
The B.S.A. float was perfect for it s job of taking the Ariel about, by now he
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had found a bit of waste ground to practice on, to my eyes he seemed fast but
did tend to fall off a bit, still, no-one seemed to bother us. A high-comp piston
had gone into 'my’ engine, and it was on dope and 'R', James did try to run
mineral oil in the engine but it seized up regularly, the methanol washed the
oil off the bore, some told him to go onto a caster oil, that stopped the nipping
up and it smelt a lot better. I had got used to the idea of me not getting my
engine back by now, so the princely sum of 5/-was handed over, It bought
petrol for me so it didn't seem to matter too much. Compared to today's
prices, fuel was cheap, my girl friend, [Later my Wife], and I, went to
Cambridge once after collecting all our spare cash, on 2/6p. Keeping petrol in
the tank was the most important thing then.
One, if not the first, meeting James had entered was run by the Vampires
M.C.C. at Park Farm, Northaw. A crowd from the Kensal Rise club had come
along with some of their members riding also. A couple of chap's I met and
got to know were both Johns, 'BigJohn' & Little John. To tell the difference
wasn't hard, Big John was tall, really tall, Little John was little and light. A
darn good rider both on the track at road race meetings, and a good passenger
much later on, when James went onto grass track sidecars.
It was one of these chaps who noticed the carving on the old pews of our
float, and remembering where they came from, I decided to call it an
ecclesiastical chair. He asked, that after the heats for solo's, would James do a
Sunday Service from the pew. It got a bit much for him when James found
several riders on their knees in front of the outfit with their hands raised in
prayer and another rider with a blanket over his shoulders, standing in the
float with fingers raised in benediction. We all knew of James's aversion to
religion and took advantage of it a bit. Today I am sure that antics like that
would be frowned upon as not being PC, but in those days, we didn't really
care much.
Remembering back, the names of the small motorcycle clubs makes me smile,
Vampire M.C.C. and The Vagabonds? The Vampire M.C.C. did grass track
and trials, The Vagabonds M.C.C., a local club that met up at a pub 'The
Cricketers' in Enfield, went on to run some very good sprint meetings at
Duxford aerodrome. I was a member of the North East London M. C. C. for a
time; a nickname for us was the 'Nellie's'! I know the Vagabonds are no more,
at least they are not listed on the Internet for the South Midland Centre and I
don't know about the Vampire club. Who remembers them today? On
remembering, does anyone remember all the odd devices and equipment that
were available in the '50's and 60 s?
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A COSTLY ‘TRY-OUT’
The Advertiser and Gazette January 31, 1930.
Douglas Pengelly was summoned for driving a motorcycle in a dangerous
manner at Station Rd. but denied the offence. P.C. Ward said he heard a
shout, looked round and saw defendant riding a motorcycle with two young
ladies on the back travelling in the direction of Hayes End. The bicycle was
swaying about in an alarming manner, causing pedestrians who were
crossing the road to scatter. The rider then accelerated and went off in the
direction
ofe r Hayes
Town. A few minutes later he saw the defendant coming
Sold Oc tob
2015
back, and stopped him with the ladies still on the back.
The defendant told him that he had only got the bicycle that morning and
thought it was all right for him to try it out with the passengers up. The PC
told him that the bicycle had no pillion seat or carrier, and that for passengers
to cling to the mudguards was dangerous. Pengelly argued that the machine
wobbled because he had not sufficient speed up.
He was fined 20 shilling, and his licence endorsed.
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THERE WAS ONCE A TIME
Mark Appleton, Owner and Partsman, British Cycle Supply Company
There was once a time when bike shops
had worn wooden floors. Old men
wearing white shop coats manning the
counters knew exactly what year BSA
increased the diameter of the intake valve
on the A10, and it was possible to buy
new cork inserts for your clutch plates,
and put a new glass in your speedometer
by unscrewing the rim.
Kickstarting technique was rated highly
and those who wore crash helmets were
considered eccentric. There was no such
thing as a tyre changing machine. Oil was
changed every thousand miles. Prices were written in manufacturer’s parts
books in shillings and pence, and the front of the dealer’s parts bins in dollars,
and that’s what they stayed at. Three battery types and five tyre sizes would
do twenty years of bikes, and positive ground was the way it was.
If a bike was stolen, word went around to all the bike shops, making it too hot
to handle. Whitworth was the word and chains were boiled in grease.
Advance was manual and spark plugs were Lodge and KLG.
Pegboard displays in bike shops were avant garde, and goggles were glass
and leather. Parts were called “spares” and came protected in cosmoiine and
brown wax paper, not plastic bags.
Seats had springs and telescopic forks were a novelty and no one converted
swingarm frames to rigid. Primary chains were single row, and when
adjusted, the rear chain also needed the same thing. People went for rides
with tyre irons and a tyre pump on their bikes, and kept spare master links
just in case.
Bike shops all had coffee pots and magazines; and the owners went riding
each Sunday with their customers. You didn’t have to move your bike to the
back of the shop if it leaked oil on the sidewalk in front. Winter rebuilds were
just that, every winter; and decoke didn’t mean switching to Pepsi.
It was possible to call a bike a hog without getting sued. A torque wrench was
considered a hi-tech tool, strobe lights were unfathomable, and ignition
timing was set with a cigarette paper and a rod through the plug hole.
People knew the names of the engineers that designed their motorcycles,
instead of faceless design teams collaborating with computers. Bikes sounded
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exciting, and you could see through a factory muffler if you held the end of it
up to your eye like a telescope. Edward Turner was young and England had
an Empire. Armoury Road, Meriden, Bracebridge Street, Hall Green,
Redditch, Plumstead, Wolverhampton, Stevenage and dozens of other magic
places turned out crates of gleaming motorcycles, magic carpets on wheels,
capable of travelling across continents in a flash of spinning spokes and a
burble of exhaust, a clatter of valves and a hiss of intake, leaving a smell of
exhaust, a rush of wind, and a vision of freedom on wheels to the pedestrians
left behind.
Though the years have passed by, the time machines left behind when the
factories folded still allow us to free up the clutch plates and open the chrome
fuel petcock, smell the aroma of petrol when tickling the carbs, to hear the
engine roar to life, the familiar light clunk as first gear is engaged and to feel
the air rushing past our ears as we go through the gears and feel the pistons
rising, hear the intake hiss and the burble of the exhaust and the whirring of
the chains, to feel the vibration and revel in it. And to listen to the ticking of
cooling metal as the bike sits on its stand after the ride, waiting to take the
rider back again to the time when British Bikes were king and Britannia
ruled the waves.
Received via Mike Jackson.
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SIMPLE ESSAYS by ECCOTT. ‘Motor Cycle‘ 1928

On the Passing of Motor Cars.
It is a fortunate or unfortunate fact that the average motor cycle can lick the
average car all ends up at anything, while a super-sports bus can make a "
three-litre " look about as fast as a coffee-stall. Let us be considerate—nay
more, indulgent—to our less fortunate contemporaries, by whom I mean those
who drive cars.
Imagine yourself to be the proud pilot of four hundred pounds' worth of antique leather and brass bric-a-brac. You are holding the speedometer needle at
what you are pleased to call fifty. Every bone and joint of your animated eggbox cracks and jangles; Uncle George, who has lost his teeth at the last pothole, is making anxious exploration among the back cushions when— zoom!
and fifty pounds' worth of concentrated pep has left you feeling like the
custodian of an ancient monument.
Strain on the Bonds.
Do you feel charitably disposed towards the cloud of dust on the horizon, or do
you perhaps feel that it's not quite fair for the motor cyclist to behave like this?
You do the latter—in fact, you'd like to knock his head off.
A little incident like the following, par exemple, does not help to strengthen
that bond of friendship which exists (I wonder?) between the motor cyclist and
the motorist.
A long stretch of road. A large American car is crawling along at fifty. A
sports single, about to pass, honks gently. "Dammet" says the Yank, and steps
on it. Sixty! The single honks gently! Death and destruction! The Yank is
hanging on to the wheel like grim death, the perspiration drips from his brow,
his eyeballs start from his head. Seventy-two!
A gentle voice reaches the ears of the exhausted Yank. "What's the matter—
engine trouble? " and the single passes gently into the beyond!
The Car Owner's Dope.
The car owner, of course, will tell you he doesn t care for speed and all that—"
Comfort's the thing, m'boy. Comfort and weather protection! "—but I have me
doubts.
If he be a promoted (?) motor cyclist, this is the dope he hands out in an effort
to convince himself that four wheels are worth the extra trouble and expense
they signify.
Therefore, mes enfants, when passing the motorists, do not float by as if it
were easy. This will but rouse the pangs of envy and malice in his breast.
Rather-look as one looks whose every nerve and sinew is keyed up to perform
a task which calls upon the last ounce of one's strength. In fact, in passing
some cars it would be kinder to get off and walk.
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THE MOTOR CYCLIST
Over the hills, through the
valleys, like a soul from its
prison freed,
With my hand on the checking
levers, I am dreaming the dream
of speed.
Low down near the road fast
flying, I crouch in the teeth of
the gale,
Like a cloud on the west wind
lying, like the breath of the
storm I sail.
And above me race the heavens,
beside me booms the sea,
And away, and away, to the end
of the day, shall my gallant
cruiser flee.

With a rush and a roar and a
rattle, with a din as of demons
at play,
W7ith a roar as of guns set for
battle I pass with a scream on
my way.
Hoot! Toot! a policeman has seen
me, the slave of a tyrannous
force!
Do you think he can read my
soiled numbers mid the hurricane
speed of my course?
Do you think he can hinder or
check me, such a slave domineer
over me,
Who am master and lord of the
highway, who hold it in fee.

By the absolute right of Dominion, by the Lightning I use at
The cloud that I raise behind me,
my need,
is dense as the moon’s breath,
By the Lordship of Panic and
And the spirit that rides beside
Wonder, by the terror of Speed.
me wears the shrouding robes of
A touch of the throttle lever,
death!
when the last swift mile to run.
There is threat of death in my
And I sink into rest and to sithunder to those who should bar
lence to dream of the day that
the way;
is done,
To the lovers that loiter at even,
In a soft cosy bed in some hosto the children that linger at
tel I repose from the joys of
play,
the fray,
To the tramp, to the dreamer,
And am ready for riding and
the sluggard, the maimed and
rapture with the dawn of the
the halt and the blind,
coming day.
There is no room for these on
Mohun Ashfordby Trenchard.
the highway, where I pass with
1910.
the speed of the wind.
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UNAPPROACHABLE
1957 Norton International Model 30
As early as 1908, Norton had adopted the famous “Unapproachable” tag line
to describe it’s motorcycles; the slogan took on renewed meaning in 1927,
when Norton’s Walter Moore designed a new overhead camshaft engine
called the CS1 — for Camshaft Model One. Based on the bottom half of Norton’s Model 18 overhead valve 500cc single, an engine first seen in 1922, the
rest of the CS1 was completely different, with a vertical bevel-shaft drive to
an overhead camshaft. The bevel tunnel and the paddle-shaped timing chest
and cover on the right side of the crankcase gave the appearance of a cricket
bat, a reference used by British enthusiasts to this day.
Placed in a new frame complete with a Webb girder fork, a purposefullooking gas tank and 8-inch drum brakes front and rear, the CS1 looked and
acted the business of racing, and while the engine wasn’t entirely without
faults, the machine performed admirably. Alec Bennett took a new CS1 to
victory in the 1927 Isle of Man Senior TT, ensuring the importance of the
overhead cam engine in Norton’s racing program. In 1929, Moore — who
owned the rights to the overhead cam engine — left Norton to pursue a
career at German-based NSU. Because of this move, Norton was prompted to
redesign the overhead cam engine. Chief designer Arthur Carroll led the
work, together with assistant Edgar Franks and development engineer Joe
Craig. Gone was the cricket bat-shaped tower drive, but Carroll retained the
CS1’s 79mm bore by 100mm stroke, and these dimensions remained the
same for every 500cc single Nor-ton made until 1963.
All of this is a long-winded way of introducing the Norton International,
which first appeared in 1932 as the 500cc Model 30 and 350cc Model 40.
These were Norton’s top-of-the-range sporting motorcycles, and were based
on developments first tried in their works racing machines. In Norton’s
catalogue, the CS1 became a touring model, while the International was
intended for track use or fast roadwork. The International could be ordered
with any number of Norton’s factory race goodies to make it a competitive
mount for amateur, or “clubman’s,” racing, but it could also be bought with
lights and a kick-starter to make life easier for use on the road.
In 1936, Norton introduced the Manx Grand Prix version of the International.
Built solely for racing, the Manx Grand Prix featured magnesium crankcases
and cambox and, by 1938, undamped telescopic forks. With a magneto to
provide spark, there was no need for a generator to supply power for lights,
as there were none. Production of both the Manx and International models
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halted in 1939. By that time, the standard International incorporated a 4speed footshift gearbox running in Norton’s “garden gate” plungersuspension rear frame with girder front fork — it hadn’t yet been upgraded
to the telescopic forks of the Manx Grand Prix.
Norton’s famous Featherbed frame, which was developed post-World War II
by Irish brothers Rex and Cromie McCandless. In the early 1940s, the
McCandless brothers were working to improve the handling of their own
Triumph motorcycle, building a new swingarm frame to make their T100
Tiger more competitive.
It wasn’t long before the brothers’ work came to Norton’s attention, and they
were persuaded to create a prototype frame for the company — a duplextube chassis with swingarm rear suspension. It was designed to lower the
bike’s centre of gravity by moving the fuel tank farther back from the
steering head and helped centralize weight for better handling. First raced at
England’s Blandford circuit in 1950, where it won with a record speed and
record lap, the new frame brought Norton a 1-2-3 win in both the Junior and
Senior Isle of Man TT races. It was clear the Featherbed frame was a game
changer, and the first road-going Norton with a Featherbed frame was the
1951 Model 88 Dominator, equipped with the company’s new 499cc parallel
twin engine.
But getting back to the International, the 500cc Model 30 and 350cc Model
40 returned in 1947, updated with Norton’s Roadholder forks but still using
the garden gate plunger frame. The last real significant update occurred in
1953, when Norton placed its Model 30 and Model 40 single-cylinder
engines in the Featherbed frame. After World War II and into the early
1950s, these single-cylinder Nortons were becoming less competitive. When
Norton decided to use the Featherbed frame for its International, they
breathed a little life back into the model, but sales were starting to dip. They
were expensive to produce, and performance-wise they were being eclipsed
by machines that cost less to buy. Plus, by the mid-1950s, the engine was
getting a little dated for the majority of the general public.
By 1955, the International was no longer listed in Norton’s sales catalogue.
A Model 30 International, with its all-alloy 79mm bore by 100mm stroke
single-cylinder engine could, however, still be special ordered until 1958.
Compression was 8.1:1, and a new style of silencer was introduced to help
the engine, which was rated at 29.5 horsepower, deliver a bit more power.
The wheel hubs were full-width cast iron. Roadholder forks absorbed bumps
at the front, and distinctive bolt-on chrome panels adorned the petrol tank.
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Very few 500cc Internationals were made in these later years; only 70 500cc
Model 30 and 10 350cc Model 40 Internationals were built in 1957.
Like all single-cylinder engines, there is a technique to starting them. The
routine begins by thumbing the choke lever on the right hand handlebar
closed, followed by a “tickle” of the float on the 1-5/32-inch Amal TT
carburettor. Thumbing the lever on the left handlebar retards the timing on
the manual advance Lucas magneto. Then, using the kickstarter, bring the
piston up to compression, just before top dead centre. Next, pull the small
decompression lever, just below the clutch lever, and nudge the piston past
compression.
Without disturbing the piston, bring the kickstarter back to the top of its
travel. Finally, with a good, solid kick, the International should fire. The
ignition can be advanced and the choke slowly opened as the engine warms.
Editor’s tale.
The photo below is a 1953 Inter that I rebuilt in 1990 for a ‘friend’, who
promised to give me first chance if he ever decided to sell it. He let me ride
it for a few months. Great bike and definitely a ‘road holder’. At VMCC’s
Founder’s Day, a gentleman told me that I had done a good job in fitting a
cammy engine into a featherbed frame. I explained that Norton’s built the
Featherbed Inters. He informed me that he was a Norton expert and that
they had never built such models.
Later in the year my ‘friend’ took the bike back, then informed me that he
had sold it. I wonder where it is now.
That’s life.
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Below is the Eulogy that Mike Jackson read out at the service on the
January 2020.

13th

LES ARCHER MEMORIAL SERVICE EULOGY.
My first sighting of Les Archer is an abiding memory…the Hants Grand
National at Matchams Park, Good Friday 1951, when he won the first of three
outright victories. The HGN was prestigious for it was the race season’s
unofficial Opener. For Les, in 1951, it was the first win on the ultra-special
camshaft Norton…so beautifully built and prepared in the Archer shop’s
workshop by foreman Ron Hankins…a unique motorcycle which, despite the
predictions and advice of countless “experts”, who stated that a camshaft
engine was totally unsuitable for Scrambling, took its rider to so much
success. Never mind I was still in short trousers on that day at Matchams, I
was transfixed by this stylish rider’s convincing win. Suddenly it was;
“Goodbye Edrich and Compton; cricket bats are out. Thanks to my new
Hero; engines, frames, and wheels are in! On that memorable day, way back
in 1951, never for a moment did imagined I’d later spend almost 20 years
working for Les’s beloved Norton factory and, far more dramatically,
perhaps, that I’d be standing here today!
I am surely not alone at this Memorial for whom Les Archer, the racer, was a
Cut above the Rest. On their Day 60 years ago, these 500cc Giants -- like Les
– on which list we also include Auguste Mingels, Basil Hall, John Draper,
Eric Cheney, Bill Nilsson, Sten Lundin, Brian Stonebridge, nor forgetting
Geoff Ward, John Avery, Don and Derek Rickman, Dave Curtis, Rolf
Tibblin…this latter group the handful of Giants still with us. On their Day,
whoever it was out in front…didn’t they seem immortal at the time?
Les had countless such days, but one shouldn’t forget how his 2-wheel career
actually began with road racing, following in father LJ’s footsteps. The bikes
Les road-raced…magic names: New Imperial, Velocette, Norton, and
EMC…more on which in a minute. Indeed, on tarmac, the young Archer was
definitely an Ace in the Making…even giving the great Geoff Duke a run,
either at Blandford or Scarborough. After barely three seasons however;
which saw two TT Silver Replicas and a 3rd place in the Manx GP the lure
of Scrambling, as it was then known, gradually took priority. On one
remarkable occasion while racing the infamous Velocette during a Bank
Holiday weekend, he made leader-board at a Grass Track, a Road Race, and a
Scramble. Sure, Les got the results but, ever generous, he never forgot to
mention and acknowledge Ron Hankins’ massive contribution on the
engineering side of things.
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Sitting across from Les’s desk one time, I noticed a quality letter opener; the
engraving read: First Class Award, Victory Trial, possibly the most important
one-day Trial in the calendar.. Les grinned and pretended to shiver, saying.
“…on a freezing winter day around 1948 I rode our little 125 Royal Enfield
up to Craven Arms in Shropshire, completed their tough course, then rode
150 miles back to Aldershot…and those push-bike lights weren’t much cop!”
Before finally fleeing the Forties the Archer family legend is further enhanced
by an amazing Father/Son Double, which unfolded at Dunholme Lodge, an
early post war circuit in Lincolnshire. It was the long-running Hutchinson
100, which LJ won at Brooklands in 1932. In 1947 a young Archer won the
identical event, riding Joe Erlich’s unusual 2-stroke EMC.
While speeding [much too swiftly] through a mile-long list of impressive
achievements I must add how, during his National Service, circa 1950,
Lieutenant Archer – riding for the official Army Team in the ISDT, under
Captain Eddie Dow – was on the coveted Gold Medal standard, right up to the
point his factory-prepared BSA which, for political reasons, he’d been forced
to change at the last minute, irrevocably conked out! And yet, it is strange
how, given his proven capabilities in so many different branches of our sport,
that Les continues NOT to be historically recognised as one of our country’s
full-on All Rounder. It is fair to record, though, that his band of supporters
undoubtedly lost far more sleep over this issue than did he!
Back in Civvy Street, astride not one but two of Ron Hawkins’ very special
creations, Les was going Great Guns, virtually unbeatable on the one-off 250
Velocette, ditto the unconventional 500 Norton. In 1952 the Norton factory
unexpectedly entered the 350/500cc Scrambles world, with two pairs of
cammy-engined machines for John Draper and Jeff Smith…but whose results
proved disappointing…albeit was a Money No Object programme. Fifteen
months down the road, and seeing how well Les was performing on his
Norton, the factory dramatically withdrew…preferring instead to support Les
with as many free parts as he needed, and with a massive cost saving to their
much-battered budget. Draper & Smith, meanwhile, were welcomed with
Open Arms [as opposed to Stacked Arms] by BSA!
Dwelling all too briefly on that Great Guns period, Les scooped no less than 4
French MXGPs – no wonder that for years he was known as King of France –
plus an overall win in the MX des Nations, 14 individual Grand Prix victories,
and of course he won the 500cc European Championship in 1956. There is
an annoying anomaly concerning this European Championship, for it became
a World Championship in 1957, yet with exactly the same riders on exactly
the same circuits. Effectively Les’s European Championship meant World
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Championship, but for several season the arrogant over-controlling European
organisers glibly excused themselves by saying, “…it eez all a question of ze
timing”. At this stage…I’ll not mention Brexit!
On a positive note from that period, and it is before the start of MCN…so it’s
pre-1955. In late January, while leafing thru the Green and Blue ’Un
magazines, we read that a Norton-mounted Les and Eric Cheney would
shortly depart for an MX in Algiers. Prior to Package Holidays/Roll-on
Ferries/Ryan Air etc and when foreign currency restrictions still applied, you
cannot believe how exotic this sounded. When questioned about results, Les
modestly admitted, “Well, There was strong oppo from several Belgians, but
we both did OK…having at the previous night’s banquet, mind, avoided the
fig pudding!”
Off track, there was a charismatic presence about Les, naturally helped by his
height and general posture. I remember him at the Ringwood Club’s Annual
Dinner Dance to receive his freshly engraved Hants Grand National trophy,
which he’d won eight months previously. Top table, Black Tie, and
accompanied by a stunning French girl! Claire, of course, sadly but
understandably pas ici au jourd’hui! Les always behaved like a Champion
should; indeed, he was a perennial ambassador for the motorcycle
community. Here’s an apt comment from Jeff Smith MBE, two times MX
World Champion: “Les was Scrambling’s first proper professional!” In
ironic mode one could say Les was the Exact Opposite [with full emphasis,
please, on OPPOSITE] of Norton’s traditional marketing motto …which was
of course Unapproachable!
Family photo from
1957, from the left. Les
R. Archer junior astride
one of his cammy
Nortons, with his wife,
Claire. A vast collection
of his trophies, Then
Les J. Archer Senior,
standing alongside
grandfather, J.C.
Archer astride a Ner A
Car that he rode in
many competitions in
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the 1920’s.
Best Thing/Worst Thing….Bill N
Les wound down his 15-year race career in the early 1960s, sensibly
avoiding any Come-Backs. But let us spend a brief moment at Tweseldown,
the infamous Military Point to Point Course at Crookham, on which
Grandfather Archer gained what seemed like an impossible permission for
the North Hants Club to run an annual series of Winter Scrambles. No doubt
he had a word with the right level Brigadier…or maybe a Field Marshal! But
a typically bold move by North Hants, for it was this very same Club who ran
the world’s first ever Scramble on Camberley Heath in 1924. Yes,
Grandfather was there! The winter Tweseldown Scrambles saw Clan Archer
in full action. Les competing, but because he rode so rarely in Britain, he
was persistently fending off squadrons of dangerous young Hot Shoes, who
were prepared to die it seemed, provided they could just once overtake Les
Archer. LJ, meantime, was stationed high in the infield’s Water Tower, from
where over the PA he always gave the substantial crowd a mellifluous
commentary. But it was GF in overall charge. Altho using a walking stick he
was everywhere; Pits, Starting Line, Trackside, Finishing Post. It goes
without saying I never dared speak to him. Thanks to Family Archer
Tweseldown was always a Superb Scenario.
Down in Spain these last 30+ years Les maintained a profound enthusiasm
for people and machinery, from The Good Old Days, happily travelling to
attend or participate such events as a ‘Former Giants of MX Forum’ at the
National Motor Museum in 1999, Guest of Honour at Bonanza in 2003, the
same accolade at Daytona[ in 2005, ditto the Norton Owners Club 50th
Anniversary at Donington Park in 2007,
Brooklands’ 100th Anniversary in 2008, The
Parade of Champions at Goodwood Revival in
2011, two subsequent Italian MXGP Reunions in
Imola, together with several other outings I have
probably missed.
Conclusion…Gosh…what a Career, what a Truly
Unique Man?
There is an old Proverb: YOU MUST NEVER
MEET YOUR HEROES. Proverbs are for the
Obedience of Fools, and the Guidance of Wise
Men. In the case of dear Les, and, surely, on
everyone’s behalf; WERE WE NOT CORRECT
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1938
It is equipped with a drive bell instead of wheels, this “tractor-cycle" is said
to traverse steep hills and rough roads with ease. a military adaptation of the
novel cycle i« shown on the MM cover miniature reproduced above.
DEVELOPED primarily for operation over rough ground, a new type of
motorcycle invented by J. Lehaitre, of Paris, France, features a tractor-type
drive belt as its means of locomotion in place of conventional wheels.
Named the "tractor-cycle" by the inventor, the novel vehicle is said to be
superior to an ordinary motorcycle in its ability to climb steep and rough
grades, although its speed on level ground is limited to about 25 m.p.h.
Steering is accomplished by handlebars which control a sideways motion of
the drive belt.
The tractor-cycle could easily be
adapted for military use, as
depicted on the cover of this issue
by a Modern Mechanix artist.
Fitted with a machine gun, the
cycle could be used by dispatch
riders or entire military units to
travel over shell-torn terrain.
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OBITUARIES
Barrie Farnell P 2296 from Walsall. I was a close friend of Barrie for
over 40 years, and it is with deep regret that I have to inform you that after
many years of ill health, Barrie lost the fight on the 3rd June 2018. He was
the MZ Club rep. in South Staffs. for 10 years, and was a man of many
talents. He was a playwright, artist, musician and magician. His vast
knowledge of roads and lanes was gained by years of tandem cycle rides
with devoted wife Joan, who he nursed to the end. His day job was a DVLA
Driving Examiner. He wrote many articles for the MZ Riders Club, under
the name of Uncle Barrie. He was weeks short of 80 years.
Roy Humpage.
Alan Johnson P1810 from Cumbria, passed away on February 20th 2020
in his 100th year. A motorcyclist since 1934! He volunteered for the Royal
Signals in late 1939 when he completed the recruiting form in the
‘Motorcycle’. After training at Prestatyn; he was posted to Cairo, the H.Q.
Of the North African campaign. He rode 16H Norton, M20 BSAs,
Matchless G3s etc. in the Desert against Rommel’s forces. He claimed to
have taken the dispatch to the Royal Artillery in the Desert for the start of
the Tobruk offensive. He spent 4 or 5 years in N. Africa after demob, then
returned to Manchester and became a very successful advertising agency,
specialising in line drawings for industry and commerce. A keen
mountaineer, climber, potholer, and photograph plus artist, he was a always
a ‘real’ motorcyclist’. He retired to the Lake District, becoming a prominent
VMCC Lakeland Section member. He rode his 1926 Big Port AJS until he
was 90 years old. A stroke robbed him of his mobility, but his brain was
sharp, and he dictated his book; ‘Riding in the Desert’, Published when he
was 99 years old! A true vintage rider, who loved life! We shall all miss
him. Thank you Alan.
Geoff Brazendale, Friend and Co. Rider.

Another reminder, look at our web page.
Search for ‘apmc 1928’. It gets better,
week by week.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2020
Augusr 15/16th, Stafford Classic Bike Show
September 3rd, Thursday, Salisbury Saunter. Details to be finalised
September, International Canterbury Canter. Details to be finalised
October, North Leicester Lanes Run. Details to be finalised
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